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Introduction

After the heady heights of dreaming up a business idea, 
the thought of funding can feel like a dose of reality. 
Especially if you’re not lucky enough to be able to self-
fund. It can be a sobering time, but it is also one of the 
most important parts of your business journey. 

We’ve written this guide to help prepare you for this. It 
will give you an understanding of the different funding 
options available to you and help you decide which 
option is best for you. 

The guide will cover:

• Loans
• Grants 
• Venture Capitalists & Business Angels
• Crowdfunding 
• Peer to Peer

Make no mistake, getting funding for your business - 
whatever route you decide to choose is a big challenge. 

It requires hard work, research and absolute clarity on 
your part in terms of where you envision your business 
going. 

Simply put, you will find it very difficult to get the 
funding that you need if you don’t have a sound 
business plan. Therefore we strongly recommend 
reinforcing your plan before pitching to anyone.

We hope you enjoy reading the guide and that it helps 
turn that business dream into a reality.

Let’s get started.
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The most basic definition of a grant is:

• Funds which are given out by one party  
to  another as a reward which will ultimately 
assist the growth of a venture. 
• Ordinarily a grant will be given out by a 
large institution who have the means to fund 
multiple ventures. 
• More often than not this will be something 
allocated by the Government with the 
intention of assisting economic growth. 

With loans sometimes being difficult to obtain and 
equity being prohibitive, in terms of outright ownership, getting a grant from an institutional 

According to startups: 
 “All publically funded schemes are designed to encourage new and growing businesses, 
to bring wealth and ultimately create jobs. To help achieve this government makes available a 
portion of taxpayers money to help and encourage enterprise through small business grants”  

If you want to apply for a grant, you must demonstrate how it can benefit not just yourself 
but also how it will create opportunities for others. This means that getting a grant can be 
complex. 

Phil Mitchell from Smallbusiness.co.uk echoes these sentiments stating that whilst 
government grants are are a potential route: 

“Keeping up to date with what is available is a task in itself, with schemes appearing and 
disappearing on a regular basis. Competition is high and success does not come easy”. 

With loans sometimes being difficult to obtain and equity being prohibitive, in terms of 
outright ownership, getting a grant from an institutional body is something that you should 
consider as a funding solution. 

What Exactly Is A Grant?

How Can I Get A Grant?

Grants
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The most basic definition of a grant is:

• Time - A key consideration should be how much time do you have? You may feel there 
are less time consuming prospects available, which will allow you to concentrate on 
your day to day running of your business. 

• Regulations - many grant giving bodies have very strict guidelines in terms of what 
they will put their money towards. Therefore you will need to do quite a lot of research 
to find the scheme which is most suitable for your business. 

If you’re willing to comply with regulations and put in the time requirements, grants should 
not be disregarded.

Furthermore SmallBusinessHeroes.co.uk goes on to state that getting grant funding “Might 
officially be the most confusing thing ever with a million and one different places to go”.

If you do decide to persevere, a great place to start your search is the Business Finance 
Support Finder. 

This is an excellent resource which links to all the relevant Government  grant schemes in the 
UK. The search engine has over 300 direct grant agencies for you to find out about - so it 
does make the process that much easier. 

All of this has been facilitated by the £3.2 billion Regional Growth Fund; Government money 
allocated specifically for grants - which has delivered 900,000 jobs and over £1.8 billion of 
investment. 

According to the website the fund “Supports eligible projects and programmes that are raising 
private sector investment to create economic and sustainable employment”. 

This is encouraging for entrepreneurs as it demonstrates that the Government are willing 
to invest. However, you must be aware that there is a great deal of due diligence that takes 
place. 

Things To Consider

Where Can I Find A Grant?

Funding your business | Grants
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According to the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills if your bid is selected “The 
RGF team will work with you to agree the terms of the support”. 

A good example of a grant-giving body is the Technology Strategy Board who offer funding 
for businesses that offer economically beneficial and innovative solutions. These areas include 
urban living, transport, space applications, high value manufacturing; anything that assists 

There are other routes that you can take in terms of getting a grant depending on the type 
of business you operate. 

For example, there are bodies who deliver grants to operations working with worthwhile 
causes. The main issue in this regard is that are they normally looking to fund not-for-profit 
companies. 

If you run a Ltd by Guarantee Company or a Community based group then this is probably 
an interesting route. 

If you do fall into this category it is important to know who the most significant non-
governmental grant-giving organisations are. One notable example is the National Lottery 
Fund who typically fund good causes, nonprofits and community clubs. In addition they also 
funding for projects centred around the arts and culture.

Google are another example of a body who will offer grants, but more in relation to Adwords. 
The UK Community Foundations can help you search for all of the various grant giving 
foundations out there are for non-profits.

Not-For-Profit Grants
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Peer-to-peer lending (commonly abbreviated as 
P2PL) is “A method of debt financing that enables 
individuals to borrow and lend money-without the use 
of an official financial institution as an intermediary”. 

It is essentially individuals investing in individuals 
and is also commonly referred to as “Social Lending”. 
Boiled down, this is using the mechanism of loans but 
without the stringent conditions that are imposed by 
banks. 

What is particularly modern about this approach is 
that it is all done online and does not require a face 
to face relationship between the lender and the 
borrower. Therefore it can be a quick way to obtain 
funding.

In 2013 peer-to-peer lending doubled, an unprecedented rate of growth for such a new 
method of fundraising - this illustrates the massive support the sector has. According to 
industry body The Peer-to-Peer Finance Association, around £480 million was loaned out 
via peer- to-peer platforms. In a very short space of time this sector has grown dramatically.

One of the big advantages associated with using this medium concerns interest rates. 
According to the Financial Times the benefit of these flexible rates is felt by both the lender 
and borrower; “Both the investor and borrower benefits as the lender achieves higher interest 
rates and the borrower lower interest rates than would be on offer if either had gone through 
a bank”. 

What Is Peer-to-Peer Lending?

Unprecedented Growth

Peer to Peer Lending
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You Should Be Wary Though...

There are risks involved when using peer-to-peer platforms as there is little regulation in 
place at the moment that protects investors and borrowers from fraud. However, according 
to The Guardian this issue is going to be addressed by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). 

A recent report up by the FCA covers the risks and very clearly displays their determination 
to ensure that appropriate rules and regulations are put in place. 

In short, the existing issues exist because peer-to-peer lending is relatively new and so 
regulations and measures have not matured. 

Funding your business | Peer -to-Peer Lending
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Two of the most established P2PL lenders are:

1. Funding Circle - Funding Circle are probably the most well known provider of funding 
from alternative loans. Their credibility and popularity means that they now have the 
British Business Bank as one of their lenders. This further demonstrates that peer-to-
peer is becoming more credible in the eyes of government institutions.

2. Zopa - Zopa are another provider platform for alternative lending and have been voted 
the most trusted loan provider by their customers. It’s worth noting however that Zopa 
can only assist sole traders with a the minimum of two years of trading history. Zopa are 
authorised and regulated by the FCA.

Encouraging Signs For The Future P2PL Economy

The success of peer-to-peer funding has been so rapid that now the large banks have started 
to refer rejected loan applicants to this alternative method of raising capital. 

Recently Santander became the first large bank to offer this type of scheme. In addition to 
this, the government is considering making it compulsory for banks to refer rejected loan 
applicants to alternative institutions such as peer-to-peer lenders. 

This is very encouraging as it demonstrates the growing credibility of alternative lenders. 
According to Santander’s chief executive in the UK; “Santander’s partnership with Funding 
Circle is a good example of how traditional, and alternative finance can work together to help 
the nation’s SMEs prosper”.  

Family and Friends

Something far less formal but certainly an avenue that you could consider is borrowing from 
family and friends - of course there aren’t any rules or regulations for this sort of thing. 

Whilst certainly an option, this comes with obvious risks. Entrepreneur put a comic spin on 
this idea - “Raising money from friends and family creates personal and emotional issues that 
go beyond business judgement. If you borrow $10,000 from your Aunt Irma and fail to pay 
it back, you will have to see Aunt Irma at every thanksgiving dinner until she dies”.

Who Are The Main P2PL Lending Providers

Funding your business | Peer -to-Peer Lending
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1. A space where you can promote your business 
and pitch to strangers, normally online, for 
funding. 

2. Fundraising where banks are taken out of 
the equation and potential investors are left 
to decide whether they feel this is worthy 
venture to put their money into. 

3. A way to offer investor receive equity within 
the business, or other benefits. Nicola Horlick, 
founder of crowdfunding platform Money 
and Co, suggests that crowdfunding is all 
about ‘allowing small businesses to get the 
funding they need without banks taking a 
slice of their margins’.

The crowdfunding phenomenon has really taken 
off over the last few years as large banks have 
become more stringent with how and what they 
lend to people.

How Did Crowdfunding Become So Important?

In light of the global recession in 2008, crowdfunding has emerged as a legitimate method 
for small businesses to obtain funding. 

This relatively new mechanism is usually referred to as the social media version of business 
funding, and it is easy to see why; crowdfunding sites often implement user profiles, videos 
and sharing functionality.

With the introduction of the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme in 2012, crowdfunding has 
become a legitimate and popular way for businesses to gain investment. In addition to the 
various tax reliefs, it gives potential investors into unquoted companies a legitimate way to 
fund them.

What Is Crowdfunding?

Crowdfunding
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Who Are The Big Players In Crowdfunding?

The largest crowdfunding platforms currently 
are sites like Seedrs and Kickstarter. According 
to Seedrs, investors should feel at ease when 
using their system:

“You can rest assured what they (the 
applicants) say in their pitch is true. 
And whenever there is a return on your 
investment- such as when the business pays 
a dividend, floats on a stock exchange or is 
bought by another company- we ensure that 
the money gets paid directly to you”.

Which Industries Are Benefiting From Crowdfunding?

The Arts

The social nature of this type of funding has meant that the art and design industries have 
really benefitted from crowdfunding.  

A recent example of this has seen a proposed sequel to the British film Mike Bassett England 
Manager being pitched on Kickstarter. According to co-producer Leo Pearlman - “Funding 
which was available for the first film is now not and there is a gap that needs to be filled”.

Crowdfunding offers the opportunity to fund artistic ventures which wouldn’t normally 
receive backing from the traditional funding sources. So if you are a budding artist in need of 
financial backing, then crowdfunding platforms are certainly a strong option.

Good Causes

In addition to artistic enterprises using crowdfunding, there are also some worthy initiatives 
that have pitched for capital. One example is nobullying.com, a social media monitoring 
system designed to help adults supervise children and teens online. 

YouTube is also getting in on the act. They recently revealed plans for a fan funding page - it 
is very conceivable that you will soon be able to raise funds for your business through posting 
YouTube videos. This demonstrates how seriously crowdfunding is being taken by some of 
the biggest companies in the world

Funding your business | Crowdfunding
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Who Are The Drawbacks?

Crowdfunding is not perfect. Drawbacks include:

• The fact that you are simply pitching for funding online and not speaking to potential 
investors face to face - this means you may miss out on possibly useful advice. 

• The fact that there’s never a guarantee that you will raise the required funding - so having 
a plan B is important

Also, whilst crowdfunding may be ideal for art and design, there are projects that it doesn’t 
work for. 

According to Tim Fouracre crowdfunding platforms might be good for some products but 
less effective for more specific products or services “that are less appealing to the traditional 
crowdfunding platform”. 

Other Crowdfunding Options?

Crowdcube

Crowdcube offers the opportunity to raise funds by exchanging equity stake in your business 
as well as through minibonds. 

It’ s a strong community of people as well with over 75,000 investors so the opportunity to 
get the investment that you need is strong. The firms growth is demonstrated by the fact 
that they have recently opened an Edinburgh office. 

InvestingZone

InvestingZone is another new platform which arrived around a year ago. They are extremely 
credible too - as their founders are Jean Miller and Richard Brockbank who have backgrounds 
in early stage start ups and venture capital.

Syndicate Room  

Finally there’s Syndicate Room. This is a crowdfunding space with a difference in that it caters 
more towards attracting angel investors (which we will look at later) who are normally 
experienced business leaders looking for equity in your company as a prerequisite for 
investment. 

Funding your business | Crowdfunding
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“The act of giving money, property 
or other material goods to another 
party in exchange for future 
repayment of the principal amount 
along with interest or other finance 
charges”. 
- Investopedia

As one of the most traditional 
funding methods, loans are probably 
the first thing that will come to mind 
when you think about how to get 
money for your business. 

Bank Loans

The common perception of loans is that you would need to go to a bank to get one. This 
would usually entail: 

• Pitch - An appointment with a bank whereby you the business owner would prepare a 
pitch, of around 10-15 minutes, with a set of key points from your business plan. 

• Finances - You would then tell them how much you would like to borrow, what the money 
would go towards and how much you expect to make - this will then contribute towards 
paying the money back over a set period of time. 

It sounds simple, however obtaining a business loan from a bank is far from easy. 

Why Are Bank Loans Difficult To Get?

There is no doubt that the recession hit the large banks very hard both in terms of credibility 
and public perception. As a result these institutions are understandably far more careful and 
cautious about who they lend to, and how much that they are willing to lend.  

This shouldn’t discourage you but it does mean that this route for start ups can be challenging. 
Bear the following in mind if you’re considering approaching a bank as they will look for 
certain criteria when considering your loan:

What are Loans?

Loans
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1. Stability & Reliability - Bank’s need to feel that they will get a quick return on their 
investment which is something that can be difficult if you are a start-up, with your 
business being in relative infancy. 

2. Good Credit Rating - One of the main reasons the recession occurred was because 
banks were lenient in how they lent money to people with poor credit history. So if the 
bank is an avenue that you want to go down, make sure that you are convincing when you 
meet the representative.

3. Accurate Business Planning - Ensure that you do your research thoroughly and in 
particular look at your market and what kind of market share you can realistically expect 
to have. A sound business plan with realistic projections of future earnings and growth 
streams is essential. 

According to startups.co.uk it is crucial to “Show the bank you’re in it for the long haul by 
including a detailed overview of your future strategy, and explaining how you will expand the 
business to meet these objectives”. 

If a bank can then see that your estimations add up  and that you seem to be confident in its 
success, then you could well get the funding. 

Remember that they are looking at you as well as your plan so be confident, engaging and 
passionate. This may not guarantee that the bank gives you the funding but it certainly gives 
you the best chance.

What Types Of Bank Loan Are Available?

As well as having a business strategy in mind 
it is equally important to know what kind of 
loan you are after. There are three kinds of 
business loans which we would recommend 
for 
start-ups:

• Working Capital
• Fixed Asset
• Hire Purchase

Funding your business | Loans
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Working Capital 

This kind of loan is used to cover day-to-day operational expenses that a company may not 
be able to cover.  These loans are only for the purpose of covering expenses and are not 
extended to anything else.  

The loan will then cover the costs until the company is able to generate enough income to 
pay for its own expenses. 

SSßFinally there’s Syndicate Room. This is a crowdfunding space with a difference in that 
it caters more towards attracting angel investors (which we will look at later) who are 
normally experienced business leaders looking for equity in your company as a prerequisite 
for investment. 

It is worth noting that banks will usually only lend to companies that have a good credit rating 
and are more likely to generate revenue for operating costs sooner rather than later. 

This has led to alternative providers of working capital loans with organisations such as 
National Funding and Funding Circle offering more permissive terms for SME’s. 

Fixed asset 

This is a type of loan for something that your business needs; equipment, premises, even a 
piece of furniture. 

Your loan is then secured by the asset that you are purchasing. If you are unable to pay the 
loan then your fixed asset can be seized. The term for this loan can be relatively long.

Hire Purchase 

According to Businessdictionary.com, the definition of a hire purchase loan is “A system by 
which a buyer pays for a thing in regular installments while enjoying the use of it. During the 
repayment period ownership of the item does not pass to the buyer. Upon the full payment 
of the loan, the title passes to the buyer”. 

As a business owner this kind of loan could be ideal for you as it will allow you to get the 
things you need to get you started whilst your business grows, therefore enabling you to pay 
off the loans. 

Funding your business | Loans
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How The Government Is Helping Promote Loaning Capacity

The government have introduced a few different 
schemes to facilitate greater loaning capacity for 
banks. 

The introduction of the Funding for Lending scheme 
has ensured that banks and building societies have 
ready capital to lend to start-ups. Over 30 banks 
in the UK have signed up to this initiative, including 
Barclays, RBS, Lloyds and Santander. 

A notable example of this having worked is from 
Lloyds who have reduced interest rates by 1% for 
all business loans. So whilst getting business loans 
from banks is far from easy, steps have been taken 
to ensure that conditions become more favorable. 

The British Business Bank is another recently 
introduced mechanism intended to help SMEs get 
the funding they require. 

According to business secretary Vince Cable - “The British Business bank is fixing a big long 
term problem in our banking system and it is set to unlock up to £10bn of finance over the 
next  five years to help small and medium developments grow”. 

It remains to be seen what effect all these initiatives will have in the long term on banks’ 
ability to give more readily to SMEs. But with the economic growth and a growing consensus 
that small businesses are becoming more and more vital for the economy, the worst should 
be over and banks may well become more willing to invest in you. 

Soft/Start-Up Loans 

If banks are not an option for you and you want something less stringent, there are other 
ways of gaining funding via loans. This can be done by a method called ‘soft loans’ -  which 
are often given out by alternative lenders such as:

• Nonprofits 
• Government bodies
• Wealthy individuals

Funding your business | Loans
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Often the intentions of the bodies administering these loans are concerned with driving 
growth for the economy as whole rather than seeking a quick return on the investment 
(something more attributed with banks). 

As a result, there is more leniency with these types of loans because people providing the 
funds genuinely want to see small businesses and enterprises succeed. 

Soft loans have become a viable source of funding for SMEs in light of the banks becoming 
much more cautious in investing in small businesses.

Some Soft/Start-Up Loan Providers

Currently the most well known scheme providing 
these loans is the government initiative Start Up 
Loans UK (founded by Lord Young). The idea is to 
make the notion of entrepreneurship more ingrained 
in Britain’s consciousness. 

According to the website, Start Up Loans “Was 
designed to go some way to help solve the problem 
of supporting people who have a feasible business 
idea but no access to finance”.  The scheme has 
received backing by the Department for Business 
Innovation and Skills.
 
According to their estimations over 19,0000 
businesses have been backed so far, with around 
£96,162,662 being lent. That’s around 41 
businesses being backed per day - encouraging 
numbers. With regards to the early success of this 
scheme Lord Young stated that “Start Up Loans give 
lending that no bank will ever do” These figures back this bold claim. 

The process itself is not hugely complex. You can apply for a loan as long as:

•	 You	have	not	been	trading	for	over	a	year	
•	 You	are	older	than	18

The average loan administered is around £6,000 but that’s based around your needs and 
projections. The period in which the loans must be paid  back is currently at 1-5 years. 

Funding your business | Loans
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It’s not just government initiatives that are driving these particular kinds of loans for SMEs 
- the private sector has got in on the act too. A very prominent example of this is Virgin 
startups. According to their website, Virgin startup’s aim is to “Help you develop your business 
plan and your application for funding”. 

They also state that “Business advisors will help you with your marketing plans and financial 
projections”. This is quite similar to Start Up Loans in the sense that as well as providing a loan, 
mentoring and advice is on offer. Like Start Up Loans, Virgin startups are clearly promoting 
the idea of spreading a national sentiment of entrepreneurship. 

Finally there’s The Princes Trust Enterprise Programme. Another source for start-up loans, 
but this time catered towards young entrepreneurs (18-30). 

They supply business loans for young people who want to take the self employed route and 
are currently unemployed or working less than 16 hours a week. So this is something else to 
consider if you fall into this bracket.
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In short, individuals, normally wealthy, may just want to back your idea because they see 
potential. To offset this risk that normally will ask for a portion of equity in return - so it is 
likely that you will need to give up a sizeable percentage of your business in exchange for the 
funding that you need. Something that you need to think about very carefully.

What Types Of Equity Funding Are Available?

There are two types of equity funding that small businesses go for:

• Venture Capitalist Firms 
• Angel Investors  

Both are similar in the sense that they require a percentage of the companies that they 
invest in, but as you will see, they are different in a number of ways. 

Here we will discuss these differences and look at how they may suit your business’s needs. 

Venture Capitalists

Venture Capitalists are:

• Wealthy - Normally venture capitalists are very wealthy individuals who will typically 
organise themselves into a firm. 

• Business Savvy - These firms will actively look to invest in businesses where they feel 
there is potential for growth. As mentioned, VC firms will invest in exchange for equity in 
a business. 

• Knowledgable - As well as the investment, VCs have the resources to guide you with 
their knowledge and expertise.  

According to Investopedia VC firms are more likely to invest in industries in which they are 
familiar. Therefore it is worth researching who invests in what. A notable example of this is 
the VC firm EC1 Capital based in the City of London. 
 

Equity is all about your company’s shares.  So what’s this got to 
do with funding?  

Venture Capitalists and 
Business Angels
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On the other hand there are some VC firms that will invest in all types businesses. Leading 
VC firm Balderton Capital have invested in a wide range of businesses including  companies 
operating in digital media, betting and even holiday rentals. 

This particular firm tend to invest in larger companies, but there are plenty of VCs who invest 
in SMEs. Firms such as Midven specifically target smaller enterprises whilst The North West 
Fund is designed specifically to “Support entrepreneurs build high growth companies. With an 
emphasis on backing people with a talent for business”. 

According to Alex Macpherson of Octopus investments “Venture capitalists bring their own 
expertise, complementary contacts and value; they can also provide more flexible funding 
solutions as the business develops and provide a depth of pocket beyond that of an angel 
investor”. This quote highlights one of the major differences between these two methods of 
equity funding.

Funding your business | Venture Capitalists and Business Angels
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How Are VCs Structured?

Venture Capitalist funding is normally structured as a series of ‘rounds’:

1. Seed - It starts with the ‘Seed’ round which is the initial capital that VCs would put into 
the business. This money would go towards getting the business off the ground and cover 
things such as development and research. 

2. Series A - After the company has developed and has started to show its potential, 
company ownership would then be offered to external investors in the Series A round of 
financing.  

3. Series B - The Series B financing will occur when your business has met particular 
objectives and is valued higher. This ultimately results in a larger level of funding as it 
becomes increasingly apparent at this stage that your idea has manifested into a workable 
business.

4. Series C - Series C extends on the previous rounds and focuses more on providing the 
necessary capital to achieve the aim of becoming profitable and strengthening the balance 
sheet. Your business would now be at the point where it has an outstanding management 
structure. 

A company at this point will probably not need further investment and will be able to be put 
up as an IPO (initial public offering) or sold to other investors. 

There is also an additional ‘D round’ in special situations but this is quite rare and concerns 
issues relating to mergers and acquisitions which typically doesn’t apply at this stage. 

When looking at Venture Capitalists as a possible funding source, it’s important to recognise 
that investment is gradual; your business needs to fulfill set objectives before it qualifies for 
further funding. 

You also need to be willing to give up a sizable amount of equity. On a more positive note, the 
expertise Venture Capitalists offer could be very significant to a start-up business. 

Funding your business | Venture Capitalists and Business Angels
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Business Angels

Whilst Venture Capitalists have a very formal and clear structure in terms of how they 
invest, Business Angels are a bit more opaque in terms of being able able to understand their 
activities. 

How Do You Define A Business Angel?

When referring to Angels, the classic image is of a wealthy entrepreneur with expertise, 
contacts and financial clout. As with their VC counterparts, Angel Investors will expect to see 
a return on their investment and may even want an active role within your business. 

Unlike VC’s, Angels are not obliged to make investments so they can be picky with what they 
decide to put their money towards. As a result of this, Angels aren’t shackled when it comes 
to being able to invest in start-ups in the same way as Venture Capitalists can be

What Are The Benefits Of Getting Funded By An Angel?

According to Bertie Stephens, director of tech start up Flubit the lack of constraints on Angels 
is something that is extremely advantageous as they can make quicker decisions; “Wealthy 
individuals can typically make decisions more quickly and don’t need to go through lengthy 
and sometimes painstaking due diligence processes in order to progress things and invest”. 

If you decide to pursue an experienced and wealthy benefactor it’s important that you really 
convince them that your venture is worth their time. And because you are dealing with an 
individual, it’s important that you are personable and don’t push too hard.

Figures on Business Angels input into 
start-ups is very encouraging and 
demonstrate that this is a viable option 
for entrepreneurs seeking funding. 

According to the UK Business Angels 
Association “Private investors account 
for between £800 million and £1 billion 
of early stage investment in the UK - 
The single largest source of early stage 
investment in the UK”.  

Funding your business | Venture Capitalists and Business Angels
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Whilst this figure does not account for just Angels, they undoubtedly play a prominent part 
of this very encouraging statistic.

Recent Developments With Angel Investors

The Department for Innovation and Skills have recently teamed up with investment firm 
Justinvesting as a means to pair up fledgling SMEs with Angel Investors. The aim is to make it 
easier for Angels to invest early seed capital. This particular scheme is called GrowthShowcase.

Funding your business | Venture Capitalists and Business Angels
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